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QUESTION 1

Digital signatures verify the integrity of the data, verify the identity of the sender, and: 

A. Provide data confidentiality. 

B. Enforce non-repudiation. 

C. Sign digital certificate requests. 

D. Create certificate requests. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Your Web browser is currently open and displaying a popular sports site. You decide that you want to browse to the
CIW site without closing the browser. 

What is the most efficient way to accomplish this? 

A. By typing the CIW site\\'s URL (www.CIWcertified.com) in the address bar of your Web browser 

B. By performing a search within the site currently displayed in your Web browser 

C. By performing a search on your computer for the term "CIW" 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are using an e-mail client that you are unfamiliar with. You need to send an e-mail with an attachment but you do
not see a feature labeled "attachment" anywhere on the client. 

What icon should you look for that is commonly used to invoke the e-mail attachment option? 

A. Lock 

B. Folder 

C. Checkmark 

D. Paperclip 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

To reduce the costs of maintaining servers with FTP access; your company is using P2P to facilitate sharing of
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information. 

Which strategy should your company use to protect the company\\'s sensitive information while capitalizing on the
benefits of P2P power? 

A. Limit P2P use to sharing music files 

B. Restrict employees from using their computers in P2P communications 

C. Use technologies that will control access and password-protect files. 

D. Restrict P2P use to sharing only with universities and research organizations 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Melanie works in the sales department at XYZ Company. She decides that her company\\'s marketing team has done a
poor job representing the company\\'s brand. Without direction or permission, she starts her own social networking
account to help. This account\\'s name is called XYZ Professional. To customize her page, she uses company logos
and verbiage from the company Web site. She then begins communicating with customers and individuals interested in
XYZ via this service. 

Which of the following would be the most appropriate response to Melanie\\'s actions by the company? 

A. Providing a link to Melanie\\'s page from the company\\'s official social networking account 

B. Sending Melanie a request from the company\\'s Human Resources department to stop using company logos, yet
allowing her to continue using this social networking account 

C. Adding references to Melanie\\'s social networking page in the company\\'s internal newsletter 

D. Terminating Melanie\\'s employment for copyright and trademark violation, with a cease-and desist letter asking for
control of the account. 

Correct Answer: D 
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